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CSE Education Systems Ltd, stand C272

Room Booking System Ltd, stand A180

Schools increasingly must manage and
report on their core business functions.
CSE’s new asset manager is designed
to give network managers and financial
controllers the capacity to manage,
monitor and report on all types of assets
and their associated cost and, when integrated with CSE’s
Service Manager, helpdesk and service functions too. It’s
designed specifically for education establishment so that
assets can be categorised to meet individual needs, output
reports from the broadest to the most granular level, generate
labels and barcodes, and even be alerted that networked
assets have moved, or when toner cartridge stock is low.

Attendance at Parents Evenings can be infrequent or irregular.
To help streamline this important face-to-face contact time,
Room Booking System has developed its online Parents
Evening System to help enable school leaders to improve
parental engagement at parents’ evenings. Instead of the
school assigning appointment times for parents or students
arranging times with their teachers, parents can now select
themselves which times they see each individual teacher
at a time convenient to them. With intuitive reports, school
leaders can quickly identify which students have yet to book
appointments and which parents did not turn up at the parents’
evening to allow contact and follow ups to be instigated.

Lynx Networks, stand F231
Many schools may question, isn’t virtualisation expensive?
Lynx Networks don’t believe it has to be, and has designed a
solution to suit schools which includes server virtualisation
software, more than 2TB of storage capacity and a server
capable of running multiple virtual machines at below the cost
of having four physical servers in place. Virtualisation can also
help reduce energy consumption and management costs, to
aid cost savings and improve performance for schools.

Tripleplay Services, stand F76
Management of video within a school is becoming as important
as managing voice and data. The new TripleChoice Education
Media Portal from TriplePlay is designed to provide a complete
platform that meets all digital media requirements, simplifying
management and interaction. Allowing users to customise and
personalise the interface, video on demand (VoD) and internet
protocol television (IPTV) users are guaranteed a quality,
consistent brand image. Utilising several pre-defined layouts,
coupled with the ability to amend and edit images, logos and
colours, TripleChoice allows full control of output.

OCR, stand B240
To support the push for
computer science in schools
and support its new computing
GCSE, OCR has been working
with the team behind Raspberry
Pi. New OCR resources to help teachers get the best out of
Raspberry Pi in the classroom will be on display at Bett 2013
for the first time. OCR will also be on hand to discuss its
partnerships with other high-profile organisations, such as
Computing at School, which is supporting the teaching of
computer science, plus all the details on OCR’s expanding
IT qualification ranges, including dedicated qualifications on
computing and the computing options within Cambridge
Technicals and Cambridge Nationals.
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Ergo Computing UK, stand F241
Managing a school
is not easy, and Ergo
Computing has designed
an ultra-thin, ultra-light, high performance device, the Ergo
Elite 171 Ultrabook™ to provide Senior Management Teams
with a full working day on-the-move with enhanced, longer
lasting battery technology. Alongside this, the portable
technology is developed to work even quicker with the fact
that it is ultra-portable with Intel’s® Rapid Start Technology,
crystal clear 14.0” LED screen and strong wireless access to
provide users with powerful performance that keeps up with
the user’s needs while creating, exploring and enjoying.

WisePay, stand A140
With a focus on driving improvements and raising standards,
schools have greater autonomy to decide how to operate,
manage their income and market their services. WisePay is
showcasing its new Lettings Bookings & Resource Management
Services to address this. This is designed to allow schools to
efficiently market their facilities and resources for anything
from conference rooms and sports facilities to staff, IT and
accommodation bookings. Schools can streamline the income
collection and management process, improve their customer
experience, track and audit all payments and bookings, improve
internal efficiencies and send automated payment reminders
by text or email through one single platform.
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